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Single-Person Households
es (for simplicity, called "goods") purchased in the marketplace.

'is, he maximizes the function
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(l.I)

CHAPTER

U = U{Xb . . . , xn),
•••. f":

ct.to the budget constraint };PIXI = I, where Pi is the price of the
iod Xi> and I is his money income. The well-known equilibrium
tion is that the marginal utility MU of each good is proportional to

1

au = MUI = X.Pi,
dX;Single- Person

Households

i = I, ... , n, (1.2)

re x. is the marginal utility of income.
e. main implication of these equilibrium conditions is that the
tity demanded of any good is negatively related to its price: the
"of negatively sloped demand curves." This law has been

,:emely important in practical applications and is one of the most
ificant and universal laws in the social sciences, even though it re-
s more from limited resources than from utility maximization

.:cker, 1962).
. A rise in income increases the demand for most goods because the
ditional income must be spent, where "spent" includes adding to
sh balances and other assets. The equality between total expendi-
:~sand income implies that

~.' L Sj'T/l = I,

~here 'T/i = [(dxI)/{df)] . (fix;) is the income elasticity of demand for
.llith good, and SI is the fraction of income spent on that good.
'th'e average income elasticity equals unity, so that "luxuries" ('T/I > 1)
;lhustbe balanced by "necessities" ('T/t < 1).

,A more complicated and more realistic version of the theory recog-
nizes that each person allocates time as well as money income to dif-
ferent activities, receives income from time spent working in the mar-
ketplace, and receives utility from time spent eating, sleeping,
watching television, gardening, and participating in many other activi-
ties. The utility function, Eq, (1.1), then is extended to

U = U{xb • • • , Xn, (hI' • • • , lilT)'

where Ihj is the time spent at the jth activity. A time-budget constraint
joins the money-income constraint:

The traditional theory of consumer and household behavior developedt
by economists ignores cooperation and conflict among members, in es~~l
sence assuming that each household has only one member. This theorY,,~
focuses on the effects of changes in money income and money prices ..~
on the allocation of income among market goods. The theory of:1
single-person households has been greatly expanded during the pastJ~
twenty years, from a rather limited analysis to a powerful tool with"
many applications. The new analysis includes allocation of time as well
as of money income and introduces household prodUction of skills,
health, self-esteem, and various other "commodities."

This short chapter outlines the traditional theory and its recent
enlargement as a preparation for the discussion offamilies in the rest of
the book. There is now a sizable amount of relevant literature; inter-
ested readers are referred to Michael and Becker (1973) for a more elab-
orate discussion.

(1.3)

Traditional Theory

In the simplest version of traditional theory, a single person spends his
(or her) given income to maximize his utility function U of goods and
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r2: thj + tw = t,

J~l ,,
where t is the total time available during some period, such as 24 hoursj
a day or 168 hours a week, and tw is the time spent working for pay/

One important implication of this extension is that money income i~;J
no longer "given" but is determined by the allocation of time, inas"~
much as earnings are determined by the time allocated to work. There:'i
fore, the goods and time-budget constraints are not independent and~!
can be combined into one overall constraint:

2: pix, = I = ~vtw + v = w(t - 2: th) + v,

2:PiXi + w 2: tit) = wt + v'= S,or

'1'~where w is the earnings per hour of work, v is property income, and SjS~i

"full" or potential income (or the money income when all time is allo- f;~
cated to the market sector). The terms on the left show that full income}
is spent in part directly on market goods and in part indirectly on the '~
time used to produce utility rather than eamings.>

The equilibrium conditions from maximizing the utility function (Eq.
1A) subject to the full-income constraint, Eq. (1.7), include

MUth /MUt = 1, and MUth /MUx. = wfp«. (1.8) ,k hJ J,

The marginal utility from all uses of time are equal in equilibrium be-
cause they have the same price (w), and the marginal rate of substitu- "
tion between time and each good equals the "real" wage rate, where
the price deflator is the price of that good."

The main implications of these equilibrium conditions are general-
izations of the negatively sloped demand curves derived with the
simpler model. A compensated rise in the price of any good-a rise

I. For simplicity 1 have assumed that working time does not enter the utility
function.

2. After division by w, Eq. (1.7) becomes

(P') v s2: - Xi + 2: tj = t + - = -.
w w w

The terms on the right now give the total time availableplus the value of prop-
erty income in time units, and the terms on the left show that time is spent in
part directly on producingutilityand in part indirectly on buyinggoods, where
p,/w is the time spent on a unit of the ith good.

3. In Becker (1965) the cost of time is allowed to differamong uses because
of "productive consumption."

Single-Person Households [23

Iset by a sufficient rise in property income to keep real income
~i:nisJant-reduces the demand for that good and increases the demand
"'f~f?:l)1ost"other goods. It also reduces the time spent at work and in-

~easesthe time spent at most non market (or household) activities, be-
use a rise in the price of a good reduces the real wage rate in units of
t, good. Similarly, a compensated rise in the wage rate increases
Tieingtime and demand for goods and reduces the time allocated to

" st household activities. For example, a compensated rise in the
age rate reduces the time spent on child care, standing in queues, or

..~hopping, and thereby increases the demand for nursery schools,
':';lfi~entoryof goods in the household, and consumer durables that re-
;~~ire.less maintenance. Finally, a growth in full income without any
':l;1ange in the wage rate reduces working time and increases the de-

'\'and for most goods and household time (for more details see Becker,
'65).

"II all time were spent "in the household sector, the value of time
would not be measured by the wage rate but by a shadow price equal to
'the marginal product of time in the household sector. The equilibrium

:.~~ndition in the second equation of (1.8) would be replaced by

MUth/MUXi = /-L/Pi, (1.8')

; where /.I., the shadow price of time, equals the marginal rate of substitu-
:'tion between goods and time after conversion into monetary units. An
"increase in property income increases the consumption of goods and
thereby raises the marginal product and shadow price of household
·'time.If time is spent working in the marketplace, the wage rate has to
equal the shadow price of household time:

/-L = W, tw > 0; (1.9)

otherwise, the marginal value of working time would be' less than the
marginal value of household time.

Household Production Functions

Ihave been assuming that time and goods directly provide utility, yet a
more intuitive and useful assumption is that time and goods are inputs
into the production of "commodities," which directly provide utility.
These commodities cannot be purchased in the marketplace but are
produced as well as consumed by households using market purchases,
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U = U(Zl> . . . , Zn), (1. 16')
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!!!OWntime, and various environmental inputs. These commodities',T

clude children, prestige and esteem, health, altruism, envy, and pJ~
sures of the senses,4 and are much smaller in number than the gO~
consumed. "'i

The utility function can be rewritten as

Single-Person Households [ 25

,,'nerease in the relative price of Zk reduces the demand for Zk and for
',oods and time used to produce it.

e "distinction between the commodities consumed and the goods
services purchased is not only plausible, but also of considerable
em interpreting behavior. The general utility function given by
\1.4) does not provide insight into special substitution or comple-
itarity relations between different goods and time. We cannot even
,cbut a compensated increase in the wage rate that would increase

'b~.\limespent at most household activities. The household production
~pr6ach, on the other hand, implies a special relation between goods

i,time·used to produce the same commodity. Fish and meat are
its into the production of health and taste; or parental time and nur-
'schools are substitutes in the production of children.

it-more technically, the utility function given by Eq. (1.10) is sepa-
le in the goods and time used to produce the same commodity:

au/ax, = (au/iJZ1) • (aZt!iJxi) = aZt!ax, = MP
x

/MP!I
aU/ath; (au/aZi) . (aZt!iJthj) iJzt!ath; I 'j

= 1J(x;,th), i = 1, ... ,m. (1.15)

is separability property implies, for example, that an increase in the
age rate necessarily decreases the ratio of time to goods spent on
ch commodity, and that it tends also to decrease the output of

jrne-intensive commodities relative to goods-intensive commodities.

:.,it,U = U(Zl> . . . ,Zm), (LJ.R
. ~where Z., ... .e; are the various commodities consumed. Eachlj,

self-produced according to ';'

Z, = !i(Xt,fh;; EI), i == 1, ... ,m, (1.)1'

where XI and fhi represent the possibly many goods and types of ti '
used to produce the ith commodity, and EI represents household a
ity, human capital, social and physical climate, and other envir,
mental variables. Commodities do not have market prices because the
are not purchased, but they do have shadow prices equal to the cost 0:production:

Xt ts, 1\
71"i == PI Z + w Z ; (1.12);

I / "

.~where 71"/ is the average cost of the goods and time spent on each unit 00
Zi. The fUll-income constraint given by Eq. (1.7) can be simply ex;;~
pressed using these shadow commOdity prices as ,

m .~'2: PIXI + W 2: thl = 2: 71"IZt== S. (1.13);!
~l )

If the utility function of commodities is maximized subject to this t(
fUll-income constraint, one set of equilibrium conditions equates the,!
ratio of the marginal utilities of different commodities to the ratio of .their shadow prices:5

iJUjaz/ MU/ 71"/iosz= MUk =;;;,

nvestment in Human Capital
"f'

'he utility function, Eq. (1.10), must be generalized to distinguish con-
urnption at different ages because people are not indifferent between

J~arIier and later consumption. Therefore, assume that

U = U(Zll, ... ,Zln, ... ,Zml> ... ,Zmn), (1.16)

(1.14) 'f.,;;o/hereZij is the consumption of the ith commodity at the jth age; n, the
:\:.length of remaining life, is taken as given but can be treated endoge-
'::><nbusly(Grossman, 1972). The subsequent presentation is simplified

'~~,ithout any significant loss in generality by combining all commodities
.at a given age into a single aggregate commodity. The utility function
can then be written as

4. Bentham (1963, chap. 5) lists about 15 fundamental SOurces of "pleasureand pain."

5. The relevant shadow Prices are determined by marginal, not average,
costs of prodUction. However, if all production functions are homogeneous of
the first degree, and if each unit of a good or of time is used to produce only one
commodity (no joint production), then marginal and average costs are equal and
the average prices inEq. (1.12) Would be appropriate. Joint production is con-
sidered in Grossman (1971) and in Pollak and Wachter (1975).

where Z, is the aggregate consumption at age j.
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Wage rates change with age because of the accumulation of humallii

capital that results from decisions about the time and other resources,~
to spend on investments. The stock of human capital evolves according;i'/li
to the relation :(:

. ;~H, = HH(l - 8) + QH, . (1.17)'~

where Hi is the stock at agej, 8 is the given depreciation rate, and QJ-l,

the gross investment at agej - I, is produced according to'

Qj-l = Q(xqj_1 ,Iqi-l ;Hj-1), (1. 18)

where Xq and tq are the goods and time spent on investment. Wage rates
in competitive labor markets are determined by

Wj = ajH;, (1.19)

where aj is the earnings per hour of a unit of human capital at age j.
The total time available at any age can be allocated to the household,

market, or investment sector:

Ihj + 'Wj + Iqj = I, j = I, . . . , n. (1.20)

In perfect capital markets the present value of expenditures on goods
would equal the present value of earnings and other income:

n PJxJ + Pqr'(qj n wJtlrj

~ (I + r)i = ~(I + r)i + A, (1.21)

where r is the interest rate and A is the value at time 0 of nonhuman
assets. By substituting the time constraints into the goods constraint,
we can derive the equation for "full" wealth, W:

n 1TJZJ + 1TQjQJ n PiX] + pqJX
qj

+ Wlth
j

+ IQ)
~ (I + r)' = ~ (l + r)J

= L (I ';lr)J + A = W. (1.22)

The utility function in Eq, (1.16') is maximized subject to this full-
wealth constraint, the various commodity and investment prodUction
functions, and the evolution of human capital and wage rates. The op-
timal investment at any age is determined bymarginal investment costs
and marginal returns, according to the following equation (see Mathe-
matical Appendix, note A):
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n {[1Tk(iJZk)/(iJHk)] + aklwk}(iJHk)/(iJQj)
MGQj = R, = L (1 + )k j • (1.23)

k=i+l r

~~' The far left-hand side gives the marginal cost of investment at age i.
(and R, equals the discounted value to age j of subsequent market and
i!,~ouseholdreturns.

J:'" Equation (1.23) implies that investments tend to decline with age be-
fcause fewer years remain at older ages to receive the annual returns;
~moreover, investment costs tend to be lower at younger ages because
~,the foregone value of time spent investing is cheaper then. The op-

timal stockof human capital would rise at a diminishing rate, reach a
peak, then decline toward the end of life as depreciation exceeds gross
investment. If life went on forever, the capital stock would rise to a
peak during the "investment period" and be maintained at that level

" indefinitely.
If human capital directly raised the output of commodities only by

augmenting the effective amount of household time,

I" = th .p(H), and iJZ _ iJZ IiJH - iJt" th.p , (1.24)

where d.p/dH = .p' > O.Investment returns can then be written simply
(see Mathematical Appendix, note B) as:

n Wk (~ thk + Wktwk) iJRk
Rj = L (l + r)k-i iJ!2J '

k=i+l

(1.25)

where Wk = (d log Wk)/ dHk.
Returns would depend on the allocation of time between the market

and household sectors only if human capital affects the productivity of
household and market time differently (if.p' N f:. w). As Eq. (1.25) im-
plies, the incentive to invest in capital that mainly raises household
productivity is greater when more time is spent in the household
sector, and the incentive to invest in capital that mainly raises market
productivity js greater when more time is spent at work. Some invest-
ments, such as on-the-job training, mainly raise the productivity of
market time; others, such as classes in child care, cooking, or art his-
tory, mainly raise the productivity of household time. The time spent at
a work or consumption activity is a measure of the scale of the activity,
or of the intensity of use of capital, and affects the rate of return on in-
vestments in capital specialized to that activity.
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Returns are independent of the allocation of time between the

market and household sectors not only when wage rates and the effec-
tive amount of household time are raised by the same percent, but also
when wage rates are not raised at all if the effective amount of goods is
raised as much as that of time. If

, ,I,'
X' = x y(H), and ~ = t = s(H),

where dy/dH = y' > 0, then

/Z[XkY(Hk),th.t/J(Hk)] = y(Hk)gZ(Xk ,th.t), (1.27)

where e = t/J(Hk)/y(Hk) is independent of Hk, and Z is assumed to be
homogeneous of the gth degree in x' and t;'. Hence (see Mathematical
Appendix, note C):

ez;
R· = i 7Tkaii;. . = i .G s(Hk)7TkZk

J k=i+t: (l + r)k J k=j+1 (1 + r)k j •

Returns do depend on the value of commodity output, but not in any
other way on the allocation of time between the market and household
sectors.

Mathematical Appendix
A. If the Lagrangean expression

- _ [ pjXj +With} +POjXo} + Wjto} - Wjt] _
L - U A L (l + r)f A

is maximized with respect to the Xj, Xo}, {hi' and to}, and if H, has a neg-
ligible effect on the output of Qj, the equilibrium conditions for Xq}

wherej = 1, ... ,n, are

n au ez; en, aQj n aktwk(aHk/aQj)(af2J/aXq) PoL ----+A L k =A~
k=Hl aZk aHk aQ} axo} k=Hl (l + r) (1 + rY'

Since utility maximization also implies

au 1Tk /aQJaZk = A (I + r)k and MCq} = pq} ax
q
/

(1.26)

aZk aZk , aZk ,
aH = a;r XkY + at' th.t/!

k k hk

ez, y'. sz, 1/1'
= a;r (XkY) -y + at' (thkl/1)-:;;-

k hk 'I'

(
azk, azk, )

= s(Hk) ax" Xk + ath. th•

Single-Person Households
the first condition can be written as

n ([7Tk(azk/aHk)] + aktwk) aHk _L (1 + r)k-i aQ - MCo}'k=J+1 J

[ 29

ez, ez;
-=-li,
athk ath•· ,

and equilibrium requires (if tWk > 0) that

sz, Pk sz;
Wk = ILk "" = - 7Thath. (azk/ aXk) ath. '

then

(1.28)
sz; azk, t/J'

7Tk aH = 7Tkat' thkt/! = IhkWk 7,'
k hk 'I'

Hence

ez; (t/!' ak)
7Tk aHk + aklwk = Wk -;j; Ihk + Wk tu!•.

c.

~I~:
~.
{ii,
~

J
:~

= s(Hk)gZk

if Z is homogeneous of degree g in x' and II..
f"

w
f,.
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CHAPTER 2

Division of Labor
•

Households andIn
Families

This chapter begins my analysis of the purposes and effects of families
by considering the division of labor within households and families.
The most pervasive division is between married women, who tradition-
ally have devoted most of their time to childbearing and other domestic
activities, and married men, who have hunted, soldiered, farmed, and
engaged in other "market" activities. The various divisions of labor
among family members are determined partly by biological differences
and partly by different experiences and different investments in human
capital. Specialization in the allocation oftime and in the accumulation
of human capital would be extensive in an efficient family even if all
members were biologically identical; indeed, this chapter argues that
biological differences probably have weakened the degree of speciali-
zation.

Since married women have been specialized to childbearing and
other domestic activities, they have demanded long-term "contracts"
from their husbands to protect them against abandonment and other
adversities. Virtually all societies have developed long-term protection
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for married women; one can-even say that "marriage" is defined by a
long-term commitment between a man and a woman. These commit-
ments are briefly considered in this chapter.

Shirking of duties, pilfering, and cheating is made easier by the ex-
tensive specialization and division of labor within families. Such con-
flict between the interests of members can be reduced by monitoring
behavior, including invasions of the "privacy" of members, by expul-
sion from the family and other punishments, and by altruism. These
and other methods are briefly discussed in this chapter and more com-
pletely in Chapters 8 and 11.

Specialization in Households
We shall consider the optimal investment in two types of human capi-
tal, HI and H2. Each person maximizes utility by choosing the optimal
path of HI and H2 and the optimal allocation of time at all ages between
the market and household sectors. If a person lives forever, does not
age, and faces a stationary environment, our previous discussion indi-
cates that HI and H2 would be accumulated during an initial investment
period, after which the equilibrium stock of HI and H2 would be main-
tained indefinitely.

If consumption were stationary after the investment period, a
single-person household would use a fixed amount of time to maintain
its capital stocks and would allocate its remaining time between the
market and household sectors to maximize consumption. If HI only
raises market wage rates and H" only raises the effective amount of
household time, aggregate consumption Z during each year would be
given by

Z = Z(x,t;') = z[ a~:tw, Iht/J(lJ2)], (2.1)

where ifl and iJ2 are the optimal capital stocks, aiP is the wage rate,
Ihw(iJ2)is the effective amount of household time, and Px is the price of
market goods. The allocation of time is constrained by

Iw+th=t', (2.2)

where tw and th are the hours allocated to the market and household
sectors respectively, and t' is the total time available each year after
allowance for the time spent maintaining capital. The allocation of time
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would be optimal if the marginal product of working time equaled the .
marginal product of household time:"

az == az aHI = az == az I/J(H2)

atw ax Px ath at;' .

Optimal decisions for those in a multiperson household must take
into account the skills of the different household members and conflicts
in their incentives. The theory of comparative advantage implies that
the resources of members of a household (or of any other organization)
should be allocated to various activities according to their comparative
or relative efficiencies. A major assumption of the present section is
that at the beginning everyone is identical; differences in efficiency are
not determined by biological or other intrinsic differences. Variations
in skill result from different experiences and other investments in
human capital. Even with this extreme assumption, efficient multi-
person households will be shown to have a pronounced division of
labor among members in the allocation of time and in the accumulation
of specialized capital.

I also assume that members do not have to be supervised because
they willingly allocate their time and other resources to maximize the
commodity output of their household. Since all persons are intrinsi-
cally identical, each member would receive an equal share of house-
hold output (if the market for members is competitive). Consequently,
each member gains from a costless increase in household output. This
provides only a weak justification, however, for the assumption that
members do not have to be supervised; some may gain individually
from shirking their duties and other malfeasance even though house-
hold output is reduced.

Since all persons are assumed to be intrinsically identical, they
supply basically the same kind of time to the household and market
sectors. Therefore, the effective time of different members would be
perfect substitutes even if they accumulate different amounts of house-
hold capital (H2). Similarly, the goods supplied by different members
would be perfect substitutes even if they accumulate different amounts
of market capital (HI). Consequently, with no costs of supervision and
no fixed costs of allocating time between different sectors, the output
of a multiperson household would depend only on the aggregate inputs
of goods and effective time. If the optimal accumulation of capital
during the investment period were HI andHr for the ith member, the
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,{:"stationary output after the investment period

members would be

(
n n) (" ain IWI ". )

Z = z 2,xt> 'Lt,:, = Z 'L -, 'L1/J(H'f) t u, .
i=1 i=1 . 1=1 px 1=1

Clearly, if each member accumulated the same capital, Z would de-
pend on the aggregate hours supplied to each sector, };t U'I and Lth,
respectively, and not on the distribution of hours between members.
However, Z would depend on the distribution of hours if the capital of
members differed, because then the household (or market) time of
some members would be more productive than that of other members.

Output would be maximized only if marginal products in the house-
hold sector equaled marginal products in the market sector for
members supplying time to both sectors. That is, only if

~ _ aZ qffl _ aZ _ E- . 2a - a - a - il ' IjJ(HJ) when tu·., thJ > O.
tw; Xj px Ih; Ih; J

Marginal products in the household sector must exceed those in the
market sector for members supplying all their time to the household,
and conversely for members supplying all their time to the market.

The comparative advantage of a member can be defined by the rela-
tion between the ratio of his marginal products in the market and
household sectors and the ratios of other members. Since a, P x'
az/axj, and aZjilth; are the same for all members, comparative advan-
tage depends only on I/J(H2) and HI. For example, i has a comparative
advantage in the market sector relative toj if, and only if,

(aZ)/(ilt,,) in (aZ)j(ilth) t/I(H.n
=-.--> =~.

(aZ)/(al
w

;) HJ (aZ)/(alh;) t/I(HJ)

We can immediately prove the following theorem:

Theorem 2.1 If all members of an efficient household have different
comparative advantages, no more than one member would allocate
time to both the market and household sectors. Everyone with a
greater comparative advantage in the market than this member's would
specialize completely in the market, and everyone with a greater com-
parative advantage in the household would specialize completely

there.

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

,'JI/

(

ill'
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Since a member allocating time to both the market and household'

sectors must have equal marginal products, all members with a greahi,r:,
1comparative advantage in the market sector would have a greater"

marginal product there than in the household, and conversely for alE
members with a greater comparative advantage in the household. Con.;
sequently, the former Would specialize completely in the market and.
the latter in the household, which proves this theorem.,

Since the returns from investing in specialized capital depe~d on thh
hours spent in the sector utilizing that capital (see Chapter 1), member~;~
specializing en~irely in the market sector have strong incentives to in~ :i
Vest in markdcapital (HI) and no incentive to invest in household capi:
tal (Jf2). Similarly, members specializing in the household sector have
strong incentives to invest in H2 and no incentive to invest in HI, ",
Thee"",e, the 'h"", dhri,ion oflabo, in the allo,"tion oftime indioate~
by Theorem 2.1 implies an equally sharp division in the allocation of in.
vestments. This implication can be stated as a theorem:

Theorem 2.2 If all members of a household have different compara_
tive advantages, no more than one member Would invest in both
market and household capital. Members specializing in the market
sector would invest only in market capital, and members specializing in
the household sector would invest only in househOld capita/.

This theorem illustrates Adam Smith's often cited but misunder_
stood and seldom Used theorem that the division of labor is limited by
the extent of the market. The extent of the market for human capital
that raises Productivity at partiCular activities is measured by the time
spent at these activities. Theorem 2.2 can be read to state that the divi-
sion of labor in the accumUlation of specialized capital is greater when
differences in the allocation of time are greater, or when differences in
the extent of the market are greater.

Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 assume that all comparative advantages are
different, but could several members have the same comparative ad-
Vantage and invest in both market and househOld capital and allocate
time to both sectors? The answer, which can be stated as follows, isclearly no.

Theorem 2.3 At most one member of an efficient househOld would
invest in both market and househOld capital and WOuldallocate time toboth sectors.
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?.~simple and instructive proof assumes the contrary-that, say, two
/P'.~mbersallocate time to both sectors and have the same investments
~~dcomparative advantages. If they spent lw hours in the market

'i1-<
~s.ettor(say fw < t' /2), output would not be changed if one of them
.~pent 2lw hours in the market and the other specialized completely in
'the household. However, every member could be made better off if the
~ember now specializing in the household did not invest in market

~~'apitaland increased his investment in household capital. They would
,:;ilsobe better off if the member now supplying 21w hours to the market
'~f!1creasedhis investment in market capital and reduced his investment

"Co .i)ihousehold capital. Consequently, we have contradicted the assump-
'tion that two members allocate time to both sectors and invest in both

inds of capital, and the theorem is proved.
< None of these theorems on the division of labor and investment
>.:
make any assumption about returns to scale in commodity production
'functions or the sorting of persons into different households. If returns
to scale are constant or increasing, and if inefficient households cannot
survive, specialization would be even more extreme, as shown by the
next theorem:

Theorem 2.4 If commodity production functions have constant or
increasing returns to scale, all members of efficient households would
specialize completely in the market or household sectors and would in-
vest only in market or household capital.

To prove this, assume that one member of an n-person household
spends time in both sectors (less in the market sector) and that he in-
vests in both market and household capital. If two n-person households
form a single 2n-person household, one member alone can supply the
total time to the market that was supplied by him and by a member of
the other household. If they continue to make the same investments,
constant or increasing returns to scale in the commodity production
function imply that the output of the combined household will be no
smaller than the sum of the outputs of the smaller households. The
combined household can do even better, however; one member can

. eliminate his investment in market capital, and the other can invest
more in market capital and less in household capital since he spends
more time in the market. Hence, a small household will be less efficient
than larger households if some members do not completely specialize.

These theorems are readily generalized to many commodities in the
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household sector if commodities are produced independently of one
another (no joint production) with their own specialized capital.

Theorem 2.5 All but possibly one member of households with more
members than independent commodities would completely specialize
their investments and time to the market or to a particular commodity.
Moreover, with constant or increasing returns to scale, all members of
efficient households must be completely specialized.

This theorem is readily proved following the reasoning used for
Theorems 2.1 to,2.4 and implies that an increase in the number of inde-
pendently produced commodities raises the size of efficient households
because greater specialization becomes more profitable.

I have assumed that each type of human capital raises efficiency at
only a single activity, but we do not need to hold to this limitation. For
example, Theorems 2.1 to 2.4 would hold if HI and IP raise efficiency
in both the market and the household sectors, as long as HI is more
market-intensive in the sense that a dollar spent on HI raises wage
rates more and household efficiency less than a dollar spent on H2. A
household would not be efficient if two members supplied time to both
sectors and invested in both HI and H2, for one of the members could
supply all of their combined time to the market, and the other could
specialize entirely in the household and eliminate any investment in
HI. Theorem 2.3 can be extended in the same way.

Returns on investments in types of human capital that raise either
wage rates or effective goods by the same percent as effective house-
hold time would be independent of the allocation of time between the
market and household sectors (see Chapter 1). All members of an effi-
cient household might invest in these types regardless of their invest-
ment in more specialized types or of their allocation of time.

The analysis developed here is relevant not only to households, but
also to countries and to the explanation of comparative advantage in in-
ternational trade. Modern trade theory explains the gain from trade by
international differences in endowments of labor, human and physical
capital, and natural resources. I would argue, however, that dif-
ferences in endowments are often only a proximate explanation of the
gains from trade; the fundamental source of much of the gain is, as with
households, the advantage of specialized investment and the divisionof labor.

Even intrinsically identical countries could increase the rate of re-

Division of Labor
turn on their investments by specializing in particular types of human
and physical capital and products that utilize such capital intensively.
These products would be traded for products that are intensive in the
capital specialized in by other countries. The proximate explanation of
the' gain from trade is differences in endowments of different kinds of
capital, or the comparative advantage of traditional theory. However,
the ultimate explanation is the gain from specialization.

Although the importance of intrinsic differences cannot be denied,
the gain from international specialization in capital resolves some of
the paradoxes besetting the traditional approach. An example of these
paradoxes is.that countries with apparently similar intrinsic endow-
ments, such as Great Britain and Germany, tend to trade more with
each other than do countries with apparently different intrinsic endow-
ments, such as India and Japan;' another example is that trade does not
decrease in the long run when factor endowments are supposed to be-
come more similar.

[ 37

The Sexual Division of Labor in Families
Although the sharp sexual division of labor in all societies between
the market and household sectors is partly due to the gains from spe-
cialized investments, it is also partly due to intrinsic differences
between the sexes. A man completes his biological contribution to the
production of children when his sperm fertilizes a woman's egg, after
which she controls the reproductive process: she biologically houses
and feeds the fetus, delivers the baby, and often feeds the infant with
her own milk. Sexual reproduction along these lines is all but universal
among vertebrates: not only mammals, but also fish, reptiles, birds,
and amphibians reproduce sexually (Ghiseiin, 1974, chaps. 3 and 4;
Wilson, 1975, p. 315).

Women not only have a heavy biological commitment to the produc-
tion and feeding of children, but they also are biologically committed to
the care of children in other, more subtle ways." Moreover, women
have been willing to spend much time and energy caring for their chil-
dren because they want their heavy biological investment in produc-

1. I owe this enigma to lectures by Jacob Viner at Princeton University
many years ago. Kleiman and Kop (1978, pp. 11-13, 22-23) find that trade is
greater between countries with more similar incomes (see also Linder. 1961).

2. A discussion of some different ways is presented in Rossi (1977).
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tion to be worthwhile. In addition, a mother can more readily feed and
watch her older children while she produces additional children than
while she engages in most other activities. This complementarity
between bearing and rearing children has been important because, until
the last century, practically all women spent most of their prime adult
lives with children. Indeed, as recently as 1880 in the United States.
they averaged 5.4 births (see U.S. Bureau of the Census, J975c, p. 53,
1910census). Men have been less biologically committed to the care of
children, and have spent their time and energy on food, clothing, pro-
tection, and other market activities.

From biological differences emerges the not-very-startling conclu-
sion that the sex of household members is an important distinguishing
characteristic in the production and care of children, and perhaps also
in other household commodities and in the market sector. Analytically,
these differences can be distinguished by the assumption that an hour
of household or market time of women is not a perfect substitute for an
hour of the time of men when they make the same investments in
human capital. These differences between men and women illuminate
several aspects of the composition of households and the division of
labor within households that are not explained solely by the advantages
of specialized investments in human capital.

If women have a comparative advantage Over men in the household
sector when they make the same investments in human capital, an effi-
cient household with both sexes would allocate the time of women
mainly to the. household sector and the time of men mainly to the
market sector. Indeed, either men or women would be completely spe-
cialized to one of these sectors if the time of men and women were per-
fect substitutes at a rate different from unity." Households with only

3. For example, a householdwith one man and one womanwouldmaximize
. (wtm awtl. )Z(x,tJ.) = Z -: +~, t~ + {3t{, ,

where by Eq. (2.2) tro + th = t', and where,8 > a because womenare assumed
to have a comparative advantage in the household. If the man allocates time toboth sectors,

Qw U ~.
ax p = at!."

Then the woman would allocate all her time to the household because her
marginalproduct would be greater there than in the market:

ez w az
a-- <,8-.

ax pat;'
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men or only women are less efficient because they are unable to profit
from the sexual difference in comparative advantage.

Consequently, biological differences in comparative advantage
between the sexes explain not only why households typically have
both sexes, but also why women have usually spent their time bearing
and rearing children and engaging in other household activities,
whereas men have spent their time in market activities. This sexual di-
vision of labor has been found in virtually all human societies, and in
most other biological species that fertilize eggs within the body of the
female (Barash, 1977, pp. 188-201).

The analysis of specialized investments given earlier implies that
women invest mainly in human capital that raises household efficiency,
especially in bearing and rearing children, because women spend most
of their time at these activities. Similarly, men invest mainly in capital
that raises market efficiency, because they spend most of their working
time in the market. Such sexual differences in specialized investments
reinforce any biologically induced sexual division of labor between the
market and household sectors and greatly increase the difficulty of dis-
entangling biological from environmental causes of the pervasive divi-
sion of labor between men and women.

Since the biological natures of men and women differ, the assump-
tion that the time of men and women are perfect substitutes even at a
rate different from unity is not realistic. Indeed, their times are comple-
ments in sexual enjoyment, the production of children, and possibly
other commodities produced by the household. Complementarity im-
plies that households with men and women are more efficient than
households with only one sex, but because both sexes are required to
produce certain commodities complementarity reduces the sexual divi-
sion of labor in the allocation of time and investments.

Introducing complementarity alters the notion of comparative ad-
vantage. Women can be said to have a comparative advantage in the
household sector when there are complementarities between men and
'women if the ratio of the marginal product in the household to the wage
rate in the market is higher for women than for men when both supply
the same amount of time to the household and when both invest in the
same human capital. A woman with such a comparative advantage sup-
plies more time to the household and less to the market than a man, and
these time allocations are more different when the time of the two
members is less complementary and more substitutable. Since special-
ized investments depend on the allocation of time, the investments of
men and women more strongly reinforce their biological differences
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when differences in comparative advantage are larger and compleme~
tarities weaker'f~~

Apparently, differences in comparative advantage and in invest,1
ments have been more important than complementarities becaus~l
women traditionally have allocated much more time to the householdl
than men have. Yet complementarities cannot be unimportant, espe~i.},
cially in modem times; women are becoming less specialized in house-';j
hold activities, and men are spending more time at household activklties.

Since investment differences reinforce biological differences, biolog-
ical comparative advantage cannot be readily disentangled from spe-
cialized investments. There is an additional reason for the difficulty of
separating the two. Since specialized investments begin while boys and
girls are very young (rates of return to human capital investments are
higher at younger ages; see Chapter 1), they are made prior to full
knowledge of the biological orientation of children, which is often not
revealed until the teens and even later. If only a small fraction of girls
are biologically oriented to market rather than household activities,
and if only a small fraction of boys are biologically oriented to house-
hold activities, then in the face of no initial information to the contrary,
the optimal strategy would be to invest mainly household capital in all
girls and mainly market capital in all boys until any deviation from thisnorm is established.

In this manner investments in children with "normal" orientations
reinforce their biology, and they become specialized to the Usual
sexual division of labor. Investments in "deviant" children, on the
other hand, conflict with their biology, and the net outcome for them is
not certain. For some, their biology might dominate and they would
seek a deviant division ofiabor, with men in the household and women
in the market. 4 For others, however, their investments would domi-
nate, and they would become oriented, less strongly than normal
persons, to the conventional sexual division of labor. Presumably the
discrepancy between investments and biology is a Source of conflict
and even agony for the biologically deviant.

4. I say "seek" rather than "engage in" a deviant divisionofJabor because
each deviant should be matched with another deviant, yet normalpersons can
be matched more easily because they are more common. Consequently, a
larger fraction of deviants either remain single, marry and then divorce, or re-
main in unsuccessful marriages (see also the discussion of homosexual mar-
riages in Chapter 10). Let me emphasize that "deviance" is used only in astatistical, not in a pejorative, sense.

II Division of Labor
·~K!Notethat in this analysis parents and society are not irrational, nor
*~~.they willingl~ discri~in~te.ag~nst. deviants. Ra~ller, they.respond
~t1onally and without discrimination m the face of Imperfect informa-
?tionabout the biological constitutions of children and the much greater~,.
fncidence of normal constitutions. Deviant investments would pres urn-

,lybe more common if deviant biology were more common -or if it
.'••ere revealed at younger ages.
\ Specialized investments and time allocation together with biological
'di.{ferencesin comparative advantage imply that married men special-
ize in the market sector and married women in the household sector.
Therefore the.market wage rates of married men will exceed those of
married women, partly because women spend more time in the house-
hold and invest more in household human capital. Table 2.1 shows that
average hourly earnings in the United States have been 60 percent
higher for married men than for married women, and married men have
spent considerably more time at work and less time at child care and in
other domestic activities.

Since single persons anticipate marriage and the sexual division of
labor of married persons, single working men are likely to be more spe-
cialized toward the market sector than single working women. How-
ever, single persons cannot as readily take advantage of the sexual di-
vision of labor because they do not have mates. Table 2.1 indicates that
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TABLE 2.1 Earnings and hours and weeks worked in the market-
place in the United States, by sex and marital status.

Male Female

Average hourly earnings in 1970
Single (never married) 3.53 3.07
Married (spouse present) 4.79 2.98

Average hours worked per week in 1977"
Single (never married) 35.6 32.5
Married (spouse present) 43.5 34.2

Average weeks worked in 1977b

Single (never married) 27.2 24.2
Married (spouse present) 41.0 22.5

"

! SOURCES: The figures .on hourly earnings are from Polachek (1978, p. 119). Hours
j " worked come from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (1978, table A-35). Weeks
. worked are calculated from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (1979, tables A-6 and

A-9) and from additional data supplied by the bureau.

a Nonagricultural working population only.
b Includes population outside the labor force.
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wage rates and hours per week and weeks worked in the marketpla,'
are greater for single men than single women, although the differen
are much smaller than between married men and women beca
single men tend to work fewer hours and earn less per hour than ill.

ried men, while single women tend to work and earn more than marri
women.

Wage rates are lower for women at least partly because they inve
less than men in market human capital, while the productivity
household time is presumably greater for women partly because th
invest more than men in household capital. The time of women'
worth less than the time of men at younger and older ages, but is wo
more during the peak child-rearing years when women are very bus
and productive. Since women are more likely to enter the labor fore
when their household time is worth less, a false inference is drawn
from their lower earnings in the labor force about the time value of all
Women compared to all men.

Figure 2. I illustrates this point with typical age-wage-rate profiles
for men and women and an age-household-productivity profile for
women when they spend all their time in the household. Women would
be in the labor force prior to age 11 and after age 1

2
, because during .

these periods their wage rates exceed their household marginal produc.
tivities. During these ages women supply sufficient hours to the market
sector to equate their household marginal product and their wage rate.
Clearly, in this illustration women in the labor market have a lower

I'
I
I
I
I
I

b l 'I , I \
o t, 13 t, 12 Age

Life-cycle variations in the value of time of men and women.
FIGURE 2.1
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ue of time than men. However, women are not in the labor force
reen ages 11 and 12 because their time is worth more at home; more-
, between 13 (> II) and 14 « (2) their home time is worth more than

market time of men. In this illustration the average value of time
the lifetime may not be lower for women than for men, even

gh women's time is less valuable whenever they work in the mar-
lace.

':hapter 3 shows that women have less incentive to invest in human
ital than men do when the number of children is the main result of

arriage, and that the incentives of men and women are more equal
hen the "quality" of children is important. Women do receive con-

rably less schooling than men in poor countries that emphasize
umbers, and about equal schooling in rich countries that emphasize
uality (see Table 3.1). Therefore, in poor countries the average value

of the time of women tends to be lower than that of men; in rich coun-
triesthe value ofthe time of women is more equal to that of men. Expla-
nations of behavior in rich countries that assume a much lower value of

. time for women may be misled by the much lower market earnings
Ofwomen.5

Specialization of tasks, such as the division of labor between men
and women, implies a dependence on others for certain tasks. Women
have traditionally relied on men for provision.of food, shelter, and pro-
tection, and men have traditionally relied on women for the bearing
and rearing of children and the maintenance of the home. Conse-
quently, both men and women have been made better off by a "mar-
riage," the term for a written, oral, or customary long-term contract
between a man and a woman to produce children, food, and other com-
modities in a common household."

The nature of the division of labor between married men and women
has meant that men have been more able than women to enter into mar-
riages with several mates, simultaneously via polygyny or sequentially

5. See, for example, Azzi and Ehrenberg's discussion (1975) of participation
in religious activities.

6. .•Any marriage contract preserved in the Geniza shows that the first and
foremost obligation of the husband was to provide his wife with food and
clothing and to maintain her in general" (Goitein, 1978, pp. 118-119). How-
ever, in parts of Africa and Asia that did not use the plow, farming was often
women's work along with child care and other domestic activities (see Bo-
serup, 1970, chap. 1, and Goody, 1976, chap. 4). Moslems and Jews have had
written contracts, whereas Chinese, Japanese, and Christians usually relied on
oral and customary agreements.
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through divorce or abandonment (see Chapters 3 and 10). Conse-
quently, marriage law and contracts have mainly protected domests
cally specialized women against divorce, abandonment, and other un-
fair treatment-as when Moslem law stipulates that aU the wives of:a
polygynous male must be treated equally and that the bride price is for-.
feited in whole or in part when a wife is divorced without cause
(Goode, 1963, pp. 155 ff.), or when Jewish marriage contracts stipulate
the amounts paid to wives in the event they are divorced or widowed,"
or when Anglo-Saxon law provides alimony and child support to di-
vorced women with children.

The biological differences between men and women in the produc-
tion and care of children, and the specialized investments in market
and household skills that reinforce the biological differences, explain
why the institution of marriage has been important in all societies. The
dominance of marriage as a form of household organization and the
close ties between marriage and child rearing are shown in Table 2.2.
Row (8) shows, for example, that married couples headed 71 percent of
the households in sixteenth-century England and 94 percent in colonial
America, and in 1970 headed 69 percent in the United States and 85
percent in rural India. Row (7) shows that 72 percent of the households
in sixteenth-century England, 87 percent in colonial America, 46 per-
cent in the United States, and 84 percent in rural India had children.
Many of the households without children either planned to have them
or raised children who left to form separate households; for example,
from columns (3) and (4) we see that 83 percent of the households in the
United States headed by males in their prime years have children com-
pared to 46 percent of all households.

Practically all married couples have and rear their own children in-
stead of hiring persons in separate households to rear them (as pro-
posed long ago by Plato and practiced today in some kibbutzim) or

7. "The principalfunction of the Ketuba [the Jewish marriage contract that
originated thousands of years ago] is therefore to serve as a document that
safeguards the positionof the woman after she has entered the marital state."
and "following . . . the prohibition of divorcing and dismissal of a woman
against her will. the practical importance of the Ketuba declined ... and
there was no longerany major significanceto its monetary safeguards" (Davi-
dovitch, 1968. pp. 112. 109). Many marriage contracts for Jews living in the
Arabworld betweenthe tenth and fifteenthcenturies have been found(Goitein,
1978. appendix). Invariably. the husband or his heirs had to return the wife's
dowry and provide an additional payment if he terminated the marriage
through divorce or death (ibid.. pp. 95-142).
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f~dopting children produced by others." Of course, most SOCieties
l;f()rbidthe purchase and sale of children, but it is easy to forbid what
~wouldbe uncommon. One could postulate a "taste for own children,"
~which is no less (and no more) profound than postulating a taste for
'{goodfood or for any other commodity entering utility functions. Fortu-
;!nately, the demand for own children, the distinguishing characteristic
t· ..,1 of families, need not be postulated but can be derived.

Women producing children can use their own milk as food and can
more readily take care of young children while pregnant than while
working in the marketplace.9 Moreover, most women have been reluc-
tant to commit so much time, effort, emotion, and risk to producing
children without considerable control over rearing. Presumably the
genetic similarity between parents and children further increases the

demand for own children.Own children are preferred also because of the value of information
about children when investing in them. Information is more readily
available about the intrinsic characteristics of own than adopted chil-
dren, because parents and own children have half their genes in
common and the health and some other characteristics of own children

. at birth and during infancy are directly observed. (See the discussion of
a baby market in Chapter 5.) This may also explain why orphaned chil-
dren of siblings and other close relatives are more frequently adopted
than are orphaned children of strangers (Goody. 1976), and even why
adopted children are less valued as marriage partners.

Since each woman is biologically limited to a relatively small number
of own children,1Oand since the incidence of polygyny is limited by the

8. Of course, many upper-class families have reared their children with the
helpof nurses and tutors, and some have sent their infants to the homes of wet
nurses: "the infants of the landed. upper bourgeois and professional classes [in
England]in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (were] sent out to hired
wet-nurses for the first twelve to eighteen monthS" (Stone, 1977, p. 107).

Goody 0976, chap. 6) discusses adoption indifferent societies. The Chinese,
especiallYthose on Taiwan, have had the unusual practice of adopting young
girlsas future brides for their own sons (on Taiwan. see also Wolf. 1968. pp.

100-101).9. Labor force participation by mothers may also reduce the health of their
children; see popkin and Solon 0976) for evidence from a poor countrY and
Edwards and Grossman 0978) for evidence from the United States.

10. A typical woman marrying at age twenty can produce no more than ten
children. whereas by contrast a female oyster lays millions of eggs. Women
who are unable to produce childrenusually either have been divorced, have be-
come part of a polygynouShousehold. or have adopted the children of others

(Goody. 1976. pp. 81.91-92).
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(I) Average household size
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(2) Standa~d deviation of household 5.27 6.64 00'" ~g ~JJ ~}f 8 IA" ~~s.n 4.58 5.91

.... :8.0- tj::s.
size 2.11 3.61 5.82 5.54 5.04(3) Coefficient of variation 1.82 1.94 3.00 2.81

5.46 4,97 5.85 4.75
(4) Skewness A (see below) 0.40 0.54 3.15 2.55 2.92 4.75 3.920.58 0.42 0.51 0.48 2.49 2.88 2.56
(5) Skewness B (see below) 0.20 0.25 0.20 0.57 0.51 0.54 0.50

3.35 2.42
0.20 0.15 0.49 0.54

(6) Percentage of persons in th 0.79 1.20 1.07 0.03 0.14 0.14 0.33 0 0.71 0.62
0.88 0.67 0.14 0.33h e average NA 69.0 89.4 0.88 1./6 0.97 1./4 0.83

0.43 0.14ousehold who are head 94.1 NA 0.99 0.99head, or children ' SPOuse of NA 70.0' 80.3 62.6 1.44 0.9472.2 86.2 76.9 72.2(7) Percentage NA
of households

children" with NA 84.4 46.4 83.4 NA NA 85.1 77.3 76.5 81.9 87.0 .74.6

(8) Percentage of households headed by a NA 85.3 69.0 91.7
married couple -r:

(9) Percentage of single- member house- 3.1 2.7 17.5 5.0 5.7 3.2 4.0 0 3.1 7.1 4.0 5.6 9.1 20.5
holds

(10) Percentage of households with more 6.0' 16.0 0.5 1.5 11.8 8.2 8.7 5.0 ~.2 5.0 9.1 5.0 5.0 NA
than nine members i,

SOURCES: Computer tape created by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census of Population, 1/1000 Public Use Sample-15% County Group
Sample; private communications from Indra Makhija and Wallace Blackhurst; United Nations (1974, table 24); Taiwan Directorate-General of Budget,
Accounting and Statistics (1976, table 18); Laslett (1972, tables 1.7, 1.8, I. 10, 1.13); and Klapisch (1972).

Skewness A = [(90th pet - 50th pet) - (50th pet - 10th pct)]/(9Oth pet - 10th pet), where pet = percentile.

(
~[(X - Xli (T ]3 )"3 _

Skewness B = iN' where X = mean, (T = standard deviation, N = number of cases.

a Children under eighteen years old.
h For U.S., children are family members under eighteen years of age related to family head (regardless of marital status); for India, children are
fourteen years old and under; for other cultures, all unmarried offspring in the household are children, but servants are not children.
C Percentage of households with more than eight members.
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sex ratio and other considerations (see Chapter' 3), a nUclear fa
containing parents and their own children Usually is small, For
ample, Table 2.2 shows that even the polygynous Mormons avera
less than six persons to a household.

Shirking, Household Size, and the Division of Labor

I have assumed that a household assigns its members to investme
and activities that maximize the household's output of commodir
without regard to incentives. Yet shirking, cheating, pilfering,
other malfeasance of members may not be readily detected, for the
vision of labor due to biolOgical and investment specialization imp
that a household's output is prodUced by members performing separat,
taSkS."

Malfeasance within a family is not simply a theoretical possibility bu;
one that has been recognized for thousands of years, starting with the
bibliCal recommendation to trust wives: "The heart of her husbali
trusts in her, and he will have no lack of gain" (Proverbs 31: 11). Jewis
marriage contracts sometimes expressly stipulated that the brid
should be trusted: her "complete and absolute trustworthiness," d.
"she is trustworthy in her statements concerning everything" (from.,
two Contracts written in the Middle Ages). Her trustworthiness Was:;~
sometimes in doubt, partly because of the division of labor and her di-.j
vided loyalties: "Because of the strong attachment of the wife to heri
paternal family she could be suspect of pilfering from her husband's
house," or " Since [her] earnings were mostly derived from needle-
work, spinning, or weaving, or from serving as a sales woman to other
women, it was difficult for her husband to know her actual takes, and
suspicion might rear its ugly head .' , Of course, grooms frequently were
not trusted either: for example, one marriage contract stipulated, "His
father stands security for him" (Goitein, 1978, pp. 143-145).

Female adultery is a serious offense in traditional societies, mainly
because men are reluctant to rear children fathered by others. These
societies have tried to control the incidence of adultery by limiting the
opportunities of their women, as when Moslem women are secluded or
are forced to COVertheir faces and their arms and legs in the presence
of men, or when married Jewish women must cut their hair and wearwigs.

The ideal Chinese household contains parents, unmarried children,

,"If
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l!the families of married sons, yet shirking and lack of trust make
:fi';households far from serene:

. .

'this ideal is occasionally achieved by the wealthy, but among the
I(;r, two married brothers rarely maintain a joint household after
i~ death of their father. The wife of one is too sure that the wife of
ieother feeds her children more when it is her turn to cook, or that

shirks her share of the housework. While the brothers' mother is
ill living and active, she can control or at least mediate disputes in

ne kitchen, but the loser of any dispute is sure to whisper to her hus-
)and about the favoritism his parents are showing to the other
tother's children (Wolf, 1968, p. 28; italics added).

d

She refuses to accept, however, that a man [her brother-in-law]
who must obtain custom from city businessmen must dress better
%an a farmer [her husband]; . . " to [her], it is a simple case of one
half of the family working very hard and the other half [her
brother-in-law's] living better, sweating less (ibid., pp. 142-143).

Malfeasance in families in different societies has been punished by
es," divorce, religious oaths (Goitein, 1978), or in various other

;~ys, including disgrace for adultery (see Hawthorne, 1864). More-
pver, because parents and siblings in some societies have been respon-
~;lblefor the actions of kin who marry into other households, they have
ii;td an incentive to limit the malfeasance of family members. In addi-
tion, a senior and successful person has sometimes been appointed
·;h~adof a household or extended family and asked to adjudicate dis-
putes and otherwise determine and punish the malfeasance of
members.

Shirking, pilfering, or other malfeasance would be suspected if
someone were frequently intoxicated, spent more than his legal in-
come, had secret rendezvous, or engaged in other suspicious behavior.
Malfeasance could sometimes be detected, therefore, by invading the
privacy of members to gather evidence on the fidelity of their behavior
to the interests of the household (see the more extensive discussion in
Chapter 11). This suggests that specialization and the division of labor
could actually reduce the privacy of members, in that their behavior
would then be scrutinized more carefully for malfeasance.

II. Jewish marriage contracts of the Middle Ages in the Arab world often
provided that a groom breachinghis contract would be fined specified amounts
(Goitein, 1978, p. 144).
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sehold size can be placed in perspective by a comparison with
,e,.ofbusiness establishments. The data in Table 2.3 indicate that

(than half the establishments in retailing, minerals, farming, and
avefewer than four paid employees, and more than one-third in
iug and about two-thirds in farming have no paid employees. The

;eestablishment in retailing, farming, and law is smaller than the
ge household in rural India, colonial America, and Mormon Utah.

the data also indicate that large establishments are much more
ent than large households. Almost 50 percent of the establish-

ts in manufacturing and 29 percent in wholesaling have more than
paid employees, whereas only 16 percent of the households in

'Hndia and less than 1 percent in the United States have more than
members. The coefficient of variation in household size ranges

If greater specialization did reduce the net privacy of member
view of this relation between specialization and malfeasance, and;'
marginal utility of privacy were positive (privacy as a good is disc,
in Posner, 1979), the increased output from greater specializ
would be weighed against the reduction in privacy, and the oPtim~
gree of specialization and privacy determined. The growth of SeP
households for single persons, especially elderly widows, in the Un
States, illustrates this trade-off. Over the past thirty years wido
parents have become less valuable as baby-sitters, cooks, and the
in their children's households because fertility has declined sh~~
and nursery schools and child-care centers have become rm
common. Moreover, social security payments have reduced transf
to elderly parents from their children. As a result of these devet
ments, the gain from living with children has been reduced andtl
trade-off between privacy and specialization in this case has shifte'
toward privacy (see Michael et aI., 1980).

The effect on malfeasance and privacy of the greater specializatio
of larger households constitutes a diseconomy of household scale."
this effect were important, households would be considerably small
than suggested by our analysis of specialized investments and divisi
oflabor. And in virtually all societies the average household has indeed
been quite small. For the communities shown in Table 2.2, which spail
the fifteenth to the twentieth centuries in Western and Eastern Europe';
Asia, and the United States, the average household comprised less
than seven members; only in rural India did it comprise more than
six.13 Moreover, row (6) shows that the nuclear family-the head, hi~ )
wives, and their own children-usually contributed more than 70 per-
cent of the members.

aLE 2.3 Number of paid employees per establishment in
'erent sectors of the United States. (NA == data not available;

;;".fewer than five employees.) Retail Whole- Mineral Agricul-
Manufac- ser- sale indus- Law rure , 1969

tures. vices. services, tries, finns. (seasonal
1%7 1972 1972 workers)

1972 1967

12. Many years ago Wesley Mitchell blamed the small and allegedly ineffi-
cient size of modern households on the demand for privacy: "We have jeal-
ously insisted upon maintainingthe privacy offamily life; ... most of us still
prefer a large measure of privacy, even though we pay in poor cooking," and
"If housekeeping were organized like business, these efficient managers [of
their households] would rapidly extend the scope of their authority, and
presently be directing the work of many others" (1937, pp. 5, 6, 10).

13. The average household in someSerbian towns of ,the nineteenth century
had more than nine members (Halpern, 1972), and the average zadruga (ex-
tended household) in sixteenth-century Serbia may have had more than ten
members (Hammel, i972, p. 362). The effective size of households is perhaps
understated by the data in Table 2.2, because siblings and other relatives fre-
quently livenear one another andcooperate in the production of defense, cele-
brations, and other commodities.

I) Average establishment
r. size
i) .Standard deviation of

establishment size
.,(3)Coefficient of variation
(4) Skewness A (see below)
~5)SkewnesS B (see below)
:<6) Percentage of establish-

ments with no paid em-
ployees ("family firms")

(7) Percentage of establish-
ments with fewer than
four paid employees

(8) Percentage of establish-
ments with more than
nine paid employees

SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1971a and b: 1973a: 1975a: 1976a and b.
Skewness A = [(90th pct _ 50th pct) - (50th pet - 10th pct))/(9Oth pct - 10th pet).

where pet = percentile,

(l[(X - kJI rL\'/3Skewness B = \. i N ~) where X = mean. a = standard deviation, N =

number of cases.

57.7 5.4 1l.3 13.6 \.9 \.9

254.5 17.8 27.7 88.5 6,9 6.9

4.4
0.9
2.5
NA

3.3
\.0
2.2

36.5

2.5
0.8
2.7
4.1

3.8
\.0

2.5
NA

3.7
0_5
2.6

48.3

3.7
\.0
2.1

64,7

35.9* 68.9 42.5 5\.3* 85-8 90.6*

49.2 12,7 28.6 35.0 3.2 4.4
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between 0.40 and 0.65 for 13 of the communities in Table 2.2, an~'\
between 0.50 and 0.59 for eight communities. 14 By contrast, the coeffilfl
cient of variation in establishment size exceeds 2.4 for all the sectors iii~
Table 2.3 and is at least 3.7 for four sectors. The distribution of firms is'J
also much more skewed to the right than the distribution of house';~
holds, as is evident from row (5) of Tables 2.2 and 2.3. '

The distributions plotted in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 clearly reveal that)'
large establishments are much more common than large h'ouseholds ..)""
The distribution of households usually rises to a peak and then declines:
slowly. The gistribution of establishments peaks immediately, then de~f
clines very slowly in a long tail.

Presumably establishments have more incentive to expand to take
advantage of the gains from increased specialization because they are
more capital intensive than households: the ratio of nonhuman capital

Percentage
of households

35

5

- Unijed States, 1970
"'--"- India, 1970·1971

(These distributions are truncated.)

30
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Household size (number of members)

FIGURE 2.2 Frequency distributions of household sizes in the United
States, 1970, and in India, 1970-1971.

SOURCES: See Table 2.2.

10

14. Whereas the range of average household size is from 3.1 to 6.6, or 113
percent, the range of the coefficient of variation is 75 percent. The relative
inequality in household size is stable across highly diverse communities, prob-
ably even more stable than the inequality in income!
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Percentage of
establishments

20

___ Wholesae services, 1967
•••••••••••••• Manufactures, 1972

(These distrbutions are truncated.)
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FIGURE 2.3 Frequency distributions of establishment sizes in wholesale
services, 1967, and manufactures, 1972.

SOURCES: See Table 2.3.

to labor in firms is about eight times the ratio in households (Michael,
. 1966).15 In addition, the diseconomies of scale that result from a loss in
privacy may be less important in the marketplace than in the horne."
Owners and other residual-income recipients of firms profit from limit-
ing the malfeasance of employees and consumers; household members
may be less inclined to engage in malfeasance, however, since altruism
is more common in families than in firms (see Chapter 8). Indeed, the
.many firms with only a few paid employees are probably run by fami-
lies that rely on altruism to organize production efficiently.

15. The capital-labor ratio is also much greater in farming than in households
(based on U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1976, 1979), although the average

. farm has less than two paid seasonal employees.
16. In Mitchell's words, "Reluctantly we have let the factory whistle, the

timetable, the office hours impose their rigid routine upon our money-making
days; but our homes we have tried to guard from intrusion by the world of
machinery and business" (1937, pp. 5-6).


